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Iconoclasm as a Revolutionary Tactic:
the case of Switzerland 1524-1536*
by

Carlos M.

. Eire

University of Virginia

Iconoclasm, Revolution and the Reformation: Some Observations.
Although the institutional and legal triumph of the Reformation in
Geneva came on 25 May 1536, when a General Council voted unanimously to "live henceforth according to the Law of the Gospel and the
Word of Goel, and to abolish all Papal abuses, images and idols,"' the real
moment of change had already taken place nine months before, in a mucb
less formal or decorous manner, through an iconoclastic riot instigated by
children.
The final phase of religious revolt in Geneva began in the cathedral of
St. Peter, on Sunday 8 August 1535. As the priests began to sing vespers,
some boys interrupted them by staging a counter-ceremony of their own:
hooting and howling, they mocked the Latin chant of the service. Suddenly, the youths charged the sanctuary, overturned the chairs on which
the priests usually sat, and cursed them for making images and having
confidence in them. The priests stood frozen with fear as the youths, still
shouting, waved the chairs at them. Outside the cathedral, others who
heard the noise came running in, and, upon seeing what the children were
doing, pounced on the images, knocking them to the ground and breaking
--rhiJ paper was awarded the Carl Meyer Memorial Prize at the Sixteenth Century Studies
Conference ln St. Louis, 1980. The prize Is offered annu.ally to the best paper presented by
a younger scholar. I would aho like to acknowledge the generow support of the Center for
Renaissance Studies at the ewberry Library in Chicago, where the paper was substantially
revised I would like to e><press my gratitude to Jobn Tedeschi for his encouragement and
his thoughtful suggestions, and to the Enon Educational Foundation, whose Fellowship
made my residence at the Newberry possible.
'La R,gutTa du Conml d11 CIJnlolJ. Rlvolre and Van Berchem, edJ., (Ceneva, 1900-1914),
vol. 13, p. 576. Hereafter cited a., " RC''.
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them into pieces. The children dropped the chairs and joined in, collecting some of the debris and carrying it outside, where they chanted to
passersby, "Here we have the gods of the priests; would you like some?"
ous avons les diewc des Prebstres, en voulles vous?''). The priests ran to
notify the authorities, aDd soon returned with two syndics, but they could
do nothing to stop the destruction. One of the syndics expressed bis exasperation by saying: "If tbe images really are gods, then they can defend
themselves if they want; we do not know what else to do."•
The following morning an alarm was sounded, and many gathered
thinking it was a warning for an impending invasion. The assembled
crowd was then incited to wage battle against "all the other idols of tbe
churches in the city.''' Led by two nobles and a wealthy merchant, the
mob crashed through the church of St. Gervais, the Dominican house and
the chapel of etre Dame de Grace• Throughout the day, the syndics
were unable to stop the rioting. Later that evening, the leaders of the
iconoclasts were asked to appear before the syndics and the council. When
questioned about their actions, Amy Perrin, Pierre Vandel and Baudichon
de Maissonneuve defended themselves by appealing to divine authority:
concerning the destruction of the images they
answered that it was true they had done it, but
that they did not think they had erred, because
ucb things [the images] were against the Word
of God.•
The Protestants of Geneva had thus circumvented and usurped the power
of the magistracy. The council, which had stalled for months about the
removal of the images and the abolition of the Mass, was now faced with
an accomplished fact and had little choice but to give in. On the following
day, the council voted to suspend the Mass, signalling the triumph of the
Reformation.
·
All this violence should not have surprised any contemporary. By 1535
iconoclasm was already commonplace in Switzerland. In fact, the spread
of Protestantism throughout the northern cantons can easily be traced
through iconoclasm, for it was the destruction of images and cul tic objects
which sealed the triumph of the Reformation in this area. The pattern was
established by Zurich, which was the Rrst city to "cleanse" its churches in
'Antoine FTomment, u,.r acttM et gwu ""'""'illl!W: de la cite de C..niw, (1544), reissued by
Fick, (Geneva, 1954), pp. 144-45.
'Ibid., p. 148.
'Ibid., auo RC 13.279.
'RC 13.280
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1524. • From there, the phenomenon spread in waves to smaller communities under its jurisdiction, and, in tum, to other major cities and their
territories: Bern and St. Call followed suit in 1528, Basel and SchaHhausen
in 1529, and eucbatel in 1530. ln some places the iconoclasm was legal
and orderly, in others unlawful and disorderly; some instances were isolated acts by one individual, others were full-scale urban riots. Can any
sense be made of this seemingly haphazard expression of discontent?
Older studies of the Reformation often display a keener awareness of
the significance of iconoclasm than modem interpretations.' J. H. Merle
D'Aubigne's Hi.story of the Reformation, for instance, describes the
spread of Protestantism in Switzerland largely through a narrative of
iconoclastic acts;• and in doing so, he only follows the lead established in
the sixteenth century by chroniclers such as Johannes Stumpf and Jeanne
de Jussie.• Although such histories generally lack precision, depth and
comprehensiveness, they sometimes offer a perceptive understanding of
revealing patterns.
Iconoclasm is a phenomenon which allows us to analyze the process of
the Reformation as few other aspects of that age do. It is not only the most
"See Charles Car ide, Zwingli and thtJ Ari',

ew Haven, 1966).
'Although several studies have been written on the subject or Protestant Iconoclasm in
general, none provides a systematic analysl:I of thiJ phenomenon as a pattern or Reformation
In Switzerland. Phyllis Mack Crew bas written a detailed study of Dutch iconoclasm, but
makes Uttle reference to the earlier manifestations or image destruction In Switzerland. See:
Colvin/II Preochlng and lcorwc/om, In the Netharlancu /544-1569. (Cambridge, 1978).
Another localiud study is that of John Phillips. Th11 Refonnatlan of Images: Dutructfon of
Art In Er1gland, 1535-1660, (Los Angeles, 1973). Uke Crew, Phillips largely Ignores the
Swiss antecedents. Martin Warnke has edited a &ne collection of essays on the subject or
Iconoclasm, but this work is also concerned with spccl6c c•arnples or Image destruction
rather than with Swiss patterns. See: 81/dtlr$/unn, Dit1 'Zimtlirur1g du Kunslwfflc1, (Munich,
1973), especially Warnke's essay, ··ourchgebrochene Ceschichte? Die BilderstUrme der
Wtedertllufer In MUnster 1534/ 1535'", pp. 65-98. Julius von Vegb's D111 Bl/dtlr$tGnnn,
(Strassburg, 1915) is a superfldal survey which is oruttle use to the serious scholar. Margarete
Stirm's Dia Bildnfrog11 In der Reformation, (CUtersloh, 1977), likewise, is an ecumenicallyminded theological analysis, which, In trying to gloss over significant differences between the
Reformers, says very Uttle about the role of iconoclasm in the Reformation. The best study
so far is that or Carl C. Christensen, Art and t/,,, Reformation In Cnmonv, (Athens, Ohio,
1980). Christensen provides different examples of Iconoclasm In Germany and Switzerland,
and analyzes some of its broader lmplicatlons for the history or the Refol'llllltion, but he is
more concerned with the cultural aspects of the problem than with the social or political.
'J. H. Merle D'Aubign~. History of thtJ Grt!4t R11formatlon of Slxletmth CtJntu111, ( ew
York, 1846).
'Johannes Stumpf, Schwdur- und Refonnationschronllc, ed. by Ernst Cagllardl, Hans
1Uller and Fritz Bllsser. Qw/1,:n %Ur Schweiur Guchichta. eue Folge. I Abteilung. vols.
5 and 6. (Basel,1955). Also: Jeanne de Jussie, I.A ll1fXlin du Co/vln/1mt, au comm,mannent d11
/'htJrule dil Gtmiw. (Geneva. 1865).

,1,,,
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visible change brought about by the religious crisis of the sixteenth century, but also one of the most radical and democratic. ' 0 Even though there
were different types oficonoclasm and various reasons for its occurrence,
it is still safe to say that the destruction of Catholic cultic objects was
perhaps the most intense popular expression of the revolt against Rome.
D'Aubigne was not too far off target when he observed that "in the times
of the Reformation, the doctors attacked the Pope and the people the
images."'' The complete destruction of the Catholic cult within a community was, in a very real sense, the triumph of the Reformation-a victory
accomplished most often through popular participation in various types of
iconoclasm. 12
It is my intention in this study to present an analysis of iconoclasm in
Switzerland and to explain bow it served as one of the most important
tactics in the process of religious change in some communities. 13 It is my
contention that iconoclasm, though varied, very often assumed a deSnite
place in the pattern of Reformation: the destruction of sacred objects was
used by Protestants as a way of publicly testing the legality of the Roman
Catholic cultus, and, eventually, of proving that images and the Mass
should be abolished and replaced by a new, "'puri.6.ed" religion. Why
Switzerland? There are three reasons. The 6rst is that Switzerland produced the most influential iconoclastic theology-that of Ulrich Zwingli.14
The second is that Switzerland was the 6.rst area where iconoclasm
became an established pattern of the "Protestantization" of cities. The
third is that the republican structures of Swiss towns permitted a more
intense participation of the populace in the process of Reformation, allowing for the use of iconoclasm as a political revolutionary tactic. This is not
••Friedrich Fischer observed in 1850 that, .. Die 8ilder,lurm sind meist von demolaotischen 8ewegungen, welche die EinfUluung der Reformation gegen widerstrebende
Regierungen zum Zwecke hatten, ausgegongen, oder von Obrigkelten ous Nachgiebigkeit und Klugheit, um solcben z:uwonukommen, angeorde!"'t worden." See: "Der
8Udersturm in der Schweiz und in Basel lnbesoodere··, Basler Toschebucl,, I, (1850). p.
4.
"D"Aubigne, p. 767.
"See Kurt Guggisberg, &mi.,che K/rr;l,e11geschichtl!, (Jl.em, 1958), p. 133.
"I make no attempt here to pro.;de a narrative history of Swiss !conoclBSm, or to catalogue
and identify all iconoclastic ucts. My research is based on published archival records and
contemporo.ry chronicles; its orientation is synthetic and nnalylical rethi,r than narrative or
statistical.
"Since I.bis is not a study or the theology underlying the attack on Romon Catholic wor,hip,
but rather or the way in which theology issued Forth into acli.o n, l will not attempt to cliscws the theological aspect of this phenomenon. For a fuller discussion of these issues see Garside, Zwingli and the Arts, and Cbrutensen, A rt and the Reformation. See also my d.!3sertation, Ido/lJtrv and the RBformalfon: A Study of the Protulont Attack on Roman Catholic Wor.rl,ip In Genr,anv. Switzerland and Fro11a, 1$00-1580, (Yale, 1979). chapter
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to say that Germany has little to offer, but rather that the sources are
richer in Switzerland. In the lirst place, Luther's moderate position on
cultic objects made the territorial Lutheran churches much less disposed
towards iconoclasm than th.e Swiss. 11 Secondly, German iconoclasm was
most prevalent in the south, where it derived principally from Zwinglian
theology (which filtered in either directly from Switzerland or indirectly
from Strassburg).•• For these reasons, then, I shall focus on iconoclastic
developments in Switzerland to see what patterns emerge and to provide
a working theory of the role played by iconoclasm in the Protestant attack
on Catholic piety during the 1520's and 30's.
The Varieties of Iconoclasm
Iconoclasm is a revolutionary act. 1 ' It is a direct act of violence against
the accepted social myth. 1• [f the cult supported by the priests had not
been rejected, there might have been no revolution at all. In other words,
the power of the priests would have been assumed, largely unchanged, by
the new Protestant clergy. One must remember that Protestant ministers
"Nonetheless, some Lutherara still struck out at the images. ln the northern cities of Stralsund and Brounschweig, for Instance, iconoclasm occured in 1525 and 1526. For Stralsund
see: Alfred Uckeley, "Der Werdegang der ldrchlichen Reformbewegung Im Anfong des 16.
Jabrhunderts ln der Stadtgemeinden Pommems," Pommer.rche Johrbiicher, XVIU. (1917),
p. 1-108, esp. 66-73; and Johannes Sch11dhauer, "Der Stralrunder Kircbensturm des Jabres
1525," Wlsttn.rchoflllch11 Ze/t.rchrlfl der Em,/ Morlt:7. A.mdt-Unlt'fftitlit CreffWXJld, VD
(1958/ 1959), p. 113-19. For Braunschweig see: Carl C. H Lentz, Brounschwelg, Klrch11nreformo//on Im St,c/uzehnttm Johrhuru/8ru, (WolfenbUtel/Leipzig, 1828), p. 91, 95, 102105.
• ~ good examples of South German towns lnftuenced by Reformed Ideology are uremberg and Ulm. For uremberg see: Carl C. Christensen, "Iconoclasm and the Preservation
of Eccleswtlcal Art ln Reformation uremberg", A.rr:hlv Fur Reformatloruge.rchichte, 61,
(1970), p. 205-221. For Ulm see: J. Endriss, Dtu Ulmer Reformo//qn(/ol,r 153/, (Ulm, 1931);
and F. Fritz, UlmllCher Klrchengeschlchte /548-/6/2, (Ulm, 193'1). A more general study
of Protestantism ln South Germany Is that of H. Waldenmaier, Die Enutehung der ""'1ngellst:hen Cottesdlemtordnungtm Siiddeut.rch/ond4 Im Zelto/ter der Reformat/on, (Nuremberg, 1916). Reformed lnlluence also cau.<ed iconoclasm In the Palatinate later ln the 16th
century. For a study or thls development see: H. Rott, "Kirchen· und BUderstUnn bei der
Elnftlhrung der Reformation In der Pfalz", N-A.rchlvjiirdie Cuchlchteder Stadt Heidelberg, 6, (1903); and, W. Seeling, "Die Sogennante Calvlnismus ln der Pfalz", Bulle/In jiir
Pfalzlst:"8 K/rch11ngesch/c/,/e, 37 /38 (1970/71).
"For a dlscussfon or the historiographical problems Involved ln using this term see: Perez
Zagorln, "Prologomena to the Comparative History of Revolution ln Early Modem Europe",
ComporaHue Sludlu In Sociologv ond History, 18, (1976), p. 151-174. On the revolutionary
aspect of Protestantism see the brilliant new study by Donald R. Kelley, The &ginning of
Jd«,logv. Con«toumeu ond Socletv In the Frtmch Reformation,
ew York, 1981).
"Robert M. Kingdon, "Was the Protestant Reformation a Revolution? The Case of Geneva",
In TronlfHon ond ReoofuHon, ed. by R. M. Kingdon, (Minneapolis, 1974), p. 57.
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continued to 611 the cultic role of the priests, but as guardians of a new
piety. This is largely due to the successful attack waged on the piety that
sustained the "social myth." Though images were never the central focus
of the Catholic liturgy, they were important for popular piety and came
to be as ociated with the liturgical life of the church. The expulsion of the
"idols," then, often secured the expulsion of the priests, and the young
people who initiated the riot in Geneva seemed fully aware of this as they
chanted "Here we have the gods of the priests; would you like some?".••
Protestant iconoclasts, after all, did not want to destroy the churches,
but to "purify" them, giving birth to a new piety and a new religious aesthetic. So it is that Guillaume Farel could exult after an iconoclastic
riot:

Through the grace of Our Lord we now have a
large and handsome place in which to preach;
because it is beautiful to see all that bas been
cleared from the church.•0

When one looks at the phenomenon of Swiss iconoclasm in closer detail,
it becomes apparent that there are several types of iconoclasm, ea.c h of
which is revolutionary in a dilferent way. In the 6rst place, one must
distinguish between two basic categories: legal and illegal. Each of these
categories, in tum, may be subdivided into dilferent types of iconoclastic
activity. Let us begin with illegal acts.
illegal acts of iconoclasm are those which are committed against the
established laws of a community. The first type is the individual and
isolated iconoclastic act. This involves a single person who strikes out
against a cultic object as a private act of rebellion. Such was the case of
a certain Louis Chenevard, who entered the Franciscan chapel in Geneva
in May of 1534 and gouged out the eyes of a statue of St. Anthony in the
presence of all the friars .11 Chenevard's isolated act was the first in a long
series of iconoclastic demonstrations that would mark the Goal process of
••rromment, Actes 111 gesw, p. 145.
"Par la grace de otre Seigneur nous avouns (maintenanl pour prl\cber) lieu beau et large;
car U fail beau voir ce qui a ~I~ nettoye de l'eglise." Cited in: Cu///,,um11 Farel, 1484-1565:
blograplii nouvt!II"- krlt11 d'aprt, /es docurrnmts origlnaux par un g roup,, d'hlstorltms, prafesteul'$ 111 pasll!ul'$ dJJ Sul.rte, de France, rt d'ltalu, euch4tel/Paru, 1930), p.
227 .
" Jeanne de Jussie, LiJvaln, p. 93. In addition to Cbenevard, four other individuals were
engaged in iJolated acts in Geneva between March 1534 and July 1535. See: RC 13.19;
13.109; 13.256; and ister Jeanne's LiJvaln. p. 105.
10
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the Reformation in Ceneva. 23 Likewise with the case of Antoine Boyve,
a young resident of euchatel who rushed to the a1ter during Mass,
snatched the host from the priest's hands and cried to the congregation:
"This is not the Cod you should worship; he is above, in Heaven, in the
majesty of the Father, and not, as you believe, in the hands of a priest. ....
Boyve's bold act started a riot that nearly cost him his life. Such acts may
occur at any stage of the process of Reformation; by themselves they
accomplish little beyond the destruction of specific objects or the disruption of certain services, but if individual acts begin to occur regularly
within a community, as happened in Geneva in the spring of 1534, then
they become part of a larger protest.
A second and more common type of illegal iconoclasm is the collective
protest. This takes place when two or more individuals join together in
destroying cultic objects. As with the first type, such acts may occur during
any stage of the Reformation. They are a bolder and more forceful type
of protest than individual acts, not only because more damage can be
done, but also because they serve as a display of communal solidarity
among the iconoclasts. This type of iconoclasm aims not only to destroy
specific objects but also to make a public statement concerning the error
Hfteported cases of iconoclasm In Genev11. 1534-1535:
Date
ltcm(sJ denroyed
'I May 1554
.. 24 May
--25 May

I rtatuc
sevcn.l 11.atues

••22June!

2 natues
2 narues

.. 26July

m.any Jt:llUC:I,
one altar,

Lrvain, p. 9!
RC12.547
Lev.a in, p. 94
Levain, p. 95,
Lwain, p. 96-97
RC 19.18-19.

const"cra tcd ho,u

•27 July
•• 19 Sept.
••29 Sept.
• Se-ptcmbcr

••October

•s December
••4 Dcccmbc:r
.. 9Mazch 1555

••26Much
•4 July
• • individual act

•• =group act
0

D'Aubigne, p. 779.

l

JIJU-ue

J.C\l'cral 1tatue1

.several ltatuc-1,
altan, hosts
holy water

l crou a.nd
.s-cveral I l&tUCI
1 etoiJ
several CTOIICI
1 sllltuc and I lamp
I statue
I stlltuc

RC 19.19
RC 19.65;68:69
RC U.599
Lwoin, p. 107.

L•vain. p. !Ob
L,va/n, p. 106
RC lS.109
L..,,ain, p.110
RC 15.166
RC 19.181 :185-84
RC 19.256
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of the Catholic cult. Such was the case at Wesen, a town that lay between
the jurisdiction of the Catholic canton of Schwyz and the Protestant canton of Glarus.
After removing many images from the churches in town, the iconoclasts
piled them up on the street, in the presence of some Catholic deputies
from Schwyz. As the deputies looked on, the iconoclasts mocked the images, telling them they had better walk away on their own if they wanted
to avoid being burned; then they set them on lire.24 Depending on the
state of the Reformation within a given community, and on how often such
acts of defiance occur, the collective attack will produce varying results.
For instance, if such an act is one of the first in a town, all it is likely to
effect is the arrest and punishment of the perpetrators.'" However, if
many such acts are taking place within a community, then it is likely that
the question of images will be brought up for public debate and that a
religious settlement will be reached. In Geneva, for instance, there were
ten reported cases of illegal group iconoclasm between May 1534 and June
1535, in the one year before the Dispute de Rive was held ...
The third type of illegal iconoclasm is the riot. This takes place, as it did
at Basel, Neuch~tel, and Geneva, when many members of the community
embark upon the wholesale destruction of cultic objects without permission from the magistracy. This type of illegal iconoclasm is the most revolutionary, since it defies the power of the government and seals the triumph
of the Reformation against the established laws. A good case in point is
euch:!itel.
The Reformation in euch:!itel was led by GuillallII)e
Fare!, and his
1
work there followed the pattern already established in the German cantons. From the day of his arrival in December, 1529, the focus of attention
became the issue of images and the Mass. The first overt Protestant action
against Catholicism took place on 8 August 1530, when several youths
posted placards throughout the city bearing the inscription, "All those
who say Mass are robbers, murderers, deniers of the passion of Jesus Christ
and seducers of the people ...., In addition, the placards called for a public
disputation. Fare! was hauled before the magistrates, but no sentence was
pronounced against him.•• On Sunday, 23 October, the Protestants decided to bring the religious crisis to an end through an act of disobedience.
Fare), who had heretofore been banned from preaching in any of the
churches, was literally carried by his congregation to the Eglise Collegiale,
"Stumpf, Reformatlonschrrmilc, vol. 2, p. 25.
"For an example see: J. Strickler, Actensammlu,ig zur Schweiurischen Reformal{orugesc/,/ch~ In den Jahr,m JS2J-J532, (Zurich, 1884), vol. 5, p. 10, n. 20.
*'See chart in note 22.
"Culllaumtt Fare{, p. 222.
"Ibid., p. 223.
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where he preached a Bery sermon denouncing images as evil and dangerous. Convinced that by taking the law into their own hands and removing
the images they would benefit their community, the assembled crowd
began to mash the images in the church. On the following day, a large
crowd armed with pikes, axes and hammers marched to the Collegiale to
finish the job: the mob destroyed the remaining images and altars, ransacked the sanctuary and consumed the consecrated hosts as if they were
common bread.•• To testify to future generations that the Reformation in
eucbatel had been accomplished by the citizens, not the magistracy, the
following was later inscribed on a pillar in the ransacked Collegiale: "L'an
1530, le 23 Octobre, fut otee et abattue l'idolatrie de ceant par Jes bourgeois."••
The immediate result of this riot was a hastily-called general vote on the
status of religion in the city. Though the total number of voters is not
known, it is recorded that the change in religion was legally accepted by
a slim margin of eighteen votes.• 1 Supported by popular acclaim, the
iconoclasts had succeeded in effecting a religious revolution in euchatel.
Even more dramatic was the case of Basel, home of Erasmus and
Oecolampadius." By 1528 the Protestant message had been preached
there for about five years, but the efforts of the Reformed party could not
effect a legal decision on the abolition of Catholic worship. The city council, in Oecolampadius' words, tried to "sit on two stools," allowing religious
pluralism in the city, but not deciding for either camp." 1n April, 1528,
a series of iconoclastic incidents began to plague Basel, culminating eventually in a meeting of several hundred guildsmen who petitioned the city
council to arrange a public disputation on the question of religion. As the
council deliberated, a riot erupted on Christmas night, and though the
trouble soon subsided, the city was left on the brink of civil war. Finally,
19

Ibid., p. 226 See also: A. L Herminja:rd, (ed), CbrrespondanctJ des Reformatsun da,u /es
pa11s dB /anguB fron1>11#. (Geneva / Paris. 1866-97). vol. n, p. 202; 293. (Hereafter cited aa

H,mnlr,Jard)
'°Cu/1/aume Fare/, p. 226, note 1.
"H,mn/r,Jard, U, p. 294-97.
''The history of the Reformation in Ba,el ls richly documented. Primary source material can
be found In the detailed Alctensammlung zur Ceschlchte der Baskr Reformat/on, E. Durr
and P. Roth, eds., esp. Vol. m, (Basel, 1937). The iconoclastic riot ls d=ribed by Er=u.,
(Eputolae, P. ~ H. Allen, eds., [Oxford, 1934), vol. vm, p. 161 , If.); Oecolampadiu., (Briltfe
und Alrten zum Leben Oelcolampads, E. Stahelin, ed., fLelpzig, 1934), voL II, pp. 280--82);
Johann Stolz (Quellenbuch zur Schwe/:urgeschlchte, ed. by Wilhelm Oecbsli, (Zurich, 1918),
p. 330--.'.ll); Fridolyn Rylf (Basler Taschebuch, V & VI, 1855); and iklau., Rippel (Ibid., vol
I). Seconda:ry histories are also plentiful. Among the best are those of R. Roth, Durr:hbruch
undfulsett.ungde rReformatlon In Ila#/, (Bo.set, 1942); and R. Wackemage~ Ceschichteder
Stadt Basel, (Basel, 1916).
"Zwlnglu Werlce, Briefwecluel, EgU, et. al., eds., (Leipzig, 1929) vol. IX, p. 414.
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on 8 February 1529, a large crowd approached the town hall and petitioned the council to abolish the Mass, remove the "idols," reform the
city's political constitution and dismiss twelve of its most staunchly Catholic members." Since the Catholic core in the inner council was composed
of high officers in the four merchant guilds, the revolt may be seen as
directed not only against the images and the Basel magistracy, but also
against the leaders of the guild structure. Images and the Mass served as
the focus of a wide-ranging feeling of discontent in Basel: in clamoring for
the removal of the old cultus, the Protestants also asked for a transformation of the oligarchical structure that had so far prevented them from
having their Reformation.
On the next morning, as the council met and thousands gathered in the
streets, an iconoclasic riot erupted in the cathedral. Some of the magistrates tried to stop the destruction, but failed. As one Catholic eyewitness
put it, the efforts of the "fromme katholische Rat" were all in vain: the fury
of the Protestants was so great, it seemed they "were all possessed by
Satan," and no one even dared to try to stop them.•• Instead of assenting
to authority, the iconoclasts told the magistrates that their approval (or
disapproval) no longer mattered: "All that you failed to effect in three
years of deliberation we have completed within this hour."••
As the rioting spread to other churches, a mob marched to the town ball
and demanded that the council 6nally consent to what was happening.
The council bad no choice; their power bad been vanquished by the
iconoclasts. The twelve Catholic magistrates resigned, the Mass and images were legally abolished, and concessions were made to the guilds
concerning their future role in the governing of Basel.., Among the
concessions, the most significant stated that henceforth the burghers were
to participate in the election of the two councils and that any future
deliberations concerning "the glory of God or the good of the state" would
require the opinion of the guilds... owhere else had iconoclasm been
used so effectively to bring about change: the rule of Rome and that of the
established oligarchy bad been simultaneously swept away with the images.

So far we have only looked at cases which were outside the law and
aimed at changing the law through disobedience. Let us now look at
"Durr and Roth, Akl6TISOmmlung, ill, p. 197 ff.; p. 268.
" "Sle taten nlcbt anders, als wlren sle alle von dem leidigen Satan lelbbaft besessen, wle
es denn gar leicbtig aus ihren Taten abzunehmen .. . nlernand konnte oder durfte sie davon
abwendig machen". Oecluli, Quellenbuch, p, 331.
H" Vos Intra triennlum deliberando nihll effieclstis; nos Intra horam hec omnla absolvemus".
Staebelin, Brlefe und Akltm, vol 2, p. 281.
"See the report of Stolz, Quelltmbuch, p. 331.
,.Durr and Rotb, Akten,ommlung, m, p. 286.
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another kind of iconoclasm, that which destroyed the Catholic cultus
under the protection of the law. Legal iconoclasm is that which is effected
with government approval (though not necessarily under its direction).
The typology for legal acts is very similar to that for i.lJegal acts, except that
only two types are most common. The 6.rst and second types mentioned
above (the isolated individual and collective acts), may sti.LJ take place in
a legal setting, but not too frequently. When a government pronounces
judgment against the "idolotramenta.. of Catholicism, the ensuing destruction is usually too wild and feverish to allow for isolated acts, and
when they do occur, they become part of a larger protest. Such was the
case in Lentzburg auf dem Stouffberg, a vi.lJage in the canton of Bern,
where the images were removed by direct order of the Bernese authorities. Heinrich Bullinger reports that the activity of one man in particular
was so frenzied that it earned him the nickname of "Idol-shearer" ("Gotzscherer'). The name was not inappropriate, because he was a shearer by
profession, but it gave rise to a confusing story. Because this "Idol-shearer ..
bad thrown many images into the lire, it was reported that at Lentzburg
"idols were seen carrying idols and throwing one another in the Rames."..
The legal removal of cultic objects may be effected, 6.rst of all, in an
orderly and peaceful manner, without the participation of the general
populace. Zurich, where teams of craftsmen dismantled images and altars
behind locked church doors, is the best example of this type of legal
iconoclasm.
The second and more common type of iconoclasm is the riot, and Bern
is a good example of this type. Immediately after the Bern Disputation on
January 1528, the Bernese council ordered all images and altars to be
removed within eight days. Although this llexible schedule was intended
to prevent rioting, it had the opposite effect, letting loose the fury that had
long simmered among the Protestants of the city. On the 27th and 28th
of January the images and altars of the cathedral were destroyed by a mob.
This riot caused no injurie or deaths, but it did produce some tense
confrontations. Peter Thorman, a member of the conservative butcher's
guild, threatened to kill anyone who tried to tear down his guild's altar.
He also complained that the stripped cathedral now looked like a stable
and was only St to store cattle on the way to market. As if to prove
Thorman's point, one of the council members, Johannes Zehender, rode
into the cathedral on an ass, and began to heap insults on the iconoclasts.
A Prote tant turned to Zehender and defended himself by saying: "It is
" " Wenn Clltz sherer ein g!Stzen in das fUbwr trtlg und warf
ward ein gemeine sng darus,
,:U Lentzburg hatte ein gllt-z dem anderen ln das filhwr getragen und verbrent". J. J. Hot•
tlnger and H. H. V!Sgeli, eds., Bu/lingers ReformollonsgacMchte, (Frauenfeld, 1838), vol. 11,
p. 1
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God's will that the images have been pulled down." In response, Zehender
huffed, "Say rather by the devil's. When have you ever been with God so
as to learn his will?"•• This incident-which cost Zehender his po ton the
council plus a 6.ne of twenty gulden-captures in one brief scene the
essence of the conflict between Catholics and Protestants in regard to
cultic objects.
The removal of images in Bern was a legal act, but it had turned into
a popular act of rebellion against the cul tic objects of Roman Catholicism.
The legal riot is similar to the illegal, insofar as it is dj orgaruzed and
violent, and is participated in by the general populace. One important
difference, however, is that such rioting does not seek to djsobey the law,
but rather to ful611 it. Legal iconoclasm, by de6.nHion, signals the triumph
of the Reformation within a given community.
The Motives Behind Iconoclasm
There is little doubt that the principal cause of popular iconoclasm in
the Reformation was religion. The images, altars and relics of the Catholic
fruth were attacked not only as the symbols of a false religion, but as the
physical marufestations of that very falsehood. Yet, no analysis of iconoclasm would be complete without taking into account the social and political dimensions of this religious phenomenon.
Iconoclasm may be an overtly religious act, but it has significant political implications, as is witnessed to by the events at Basel, where the city
oligarchy was removed along with the images. Often, but not in all cases,
iconoclasm was used to force unwilling governments to accept the Reformation. Basel, Neuchatel and Geneva are the best examples of such cases.
And even when carried out by the civil authorities, iconoclasm still allows
for a high degree of popular participation in the political process. ln towns
such as St. Gall and Schalfhausen, for instance, where the images were
removed by the order of the magistrates, the linal action was preceded by
popular pressure and illegal acts, and was carried out with enthusiasm by
many of the citizens.•' Iconoclasm, then, is marked by its revolutionary
political character, even when it is the result of government Sat.
Still, it is the case of the illegal iconoclast that best shows the revolutionary implications of this phenomenon in Switzerland. The iconoclast who
destroys an image or desecrates a host against the dictates of his own
government is usurping the power of the clergy and the magistracy. It has
been observed that public acts of violence by crowds in the sixteenth
0
' Aktimsammlung zur Ceschlchte der Bemer Refonnallon 152/- 1532, R. Steek and G.
Tobler, ed.., (Bern, 1923), vol. I, pp. 612-13.
"F. Fischer, "Bi)dcrstunn", Basler Toschebuch, I, (1850), p. 10 If.
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lion as a way of effecting religious change, their followers could not always
be restrained from applying the same rule to governments that they
applied to the "idols." As a form of aggressive disobedience to established
authority, iconoclasm is closely related to the more radical forms of political revolution.•• This is apparent not only in Switzerland, but also later in
France and the etherlands, where iconoclasm was intricately connected
to the process of open political revolt. 47
Iconoclasm has three other possible motivations. First, it appears that
iconoclasts were at times also afl'ected by class hostility. 48 At least, that is
what some Catholic contemporaries believed.•• But as shall be seen presently, Swiss iconoclasm was a phenomenon that often cut aero class lines.
Seconclly, one cannot also dismiss the desire for booty as a possible motive
in some iconoclastic acts. In Basel people quarreled over the spoils from
the vandalized churches;• 0 in Geneva guards had to be stationed at each
church to prevent looting.•• Finally, one must also consider the likely
possibility of irrational motives, that is, of iconoclasm as an act of vandalism
or as an expression of the effects of mob psychology... One cannot assume
that every person who joined the riots in Bern, Basel, eucbatel or
Geneva had previously harbored an irresistible urge to smash altars, desecrate hosts or burn images: many, surely, were gripped by the excitement
of the moment, and vented their fury spontaneously.
All in all, though, the existing evidence indicates that the central issue
was religion, and even if iconoclasm serves as a valuable tool for determining who participated in the process of the Reformation, it cannot be used
as a measuring rod for economic or social discontent. It has been suggested
that iconoclasm was the response of an anguished lay piety.•• Events in
Switzerland support this assertion. Swiss iconoclasm was theologically motivated: it aimed to destroy the cultic objects of an ecclesiastical system
that had "fooled" and "exploited" the people and which was seen as
"Martin Luther was aware of the political dangers inherent In popular ill gal Iconoclasm,
and had written about them in Again.rt thB Htaadnly Prophet.,. LuthBr'# Wark,; Jaroslav
Pelikan, et. al., eds., (St. Loui,/Philadelphia, 19M-), vol. 40, p. 89-90.
"See: Phyllis Mack Crew, Calvinist PTMchlng and lconaclosm In tM NethBrlond, (c:ited,
note 7); and Solange Deyon, Alain Lottin, Le, coueur, de l'ete /$66. L 'l1xmaclanne dam la
Nord de lo Frrmce, (Paris, 1981).
••Christensen, Art and the Reformation, p. 106.
"Johann Stolz interpreted the iconoclastic riot in Basel largely in terms or a class conll.icL
See Quellenbtu:h. pp. 330--31. See also Martin Warnke's essay, "Durchgebrochene Ge..:hicbte", Bilde"tunn, esp. p. 84 If. (cited in note 7): and C. Verlinden, "Mouvemento des
prix et salaires en Belgique qu XVle siecle", A,1110/es, 10 (1955),
'°Stabelin, Briefe und Al,ten, II, p. 82.
"RC 13.280.
"Christensen, Art and the Refonnatlon, p. 106.
"Steven E. Ozment, The Reformo/1011 ;,, the Cltiu, ( ew Haven, 1975), p. 4.2-46.
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dangerous and untrue. Iconoclasts not only destroyed images, they
"proved" they had no power; they not only ransacked reliquaries, but
delighted in unmasking frauds.•• Iconoclasm may have in some cases
produced economic and social effects which were beyond its immediate
scope, but these changes are not to be seen as primary motivating forces.
Swiss iconoclasm is a theological issue with significant practical implications. It is the one aspect of the Reformation in which popular participation was highest, and it is also the focus of the very process by which the
"religious transvaluation"•• of the sixteenth century was effected.
Iconoclasm and the Pattern of Reformation
Because the image question is one where the impact of Protestant
teachings can be measured with some con6dence, the phenomenon of
iconoclasm allows one to analyze the pattern of the Reformation in Swiss
cities as well as popular participation in this process.
Iconoclasm is one point where Protestant preaching inspired action,
and the Grst pattern revealed by iconoclasm is the role played by preaching in the process of Reformation. Protestantism did not triumph in Switzerland solely through preaching, teaching and pamphleteering. One of
the Grst steps taken by Protestants in Swiss cities was to secure permission
From the magistracy for the preaching of the scriptures... The process of
"Protestantization," or Reformation, in Swiss cities is largely a combination of preaching and teaching, accompanied by iconoclasm. In Geneva,
to mention but one example, there were distinct phases where the Protestants concentrated on either preaching or iconoclasm, though not exclusively. When John Calvin assessed the state of affairs in Geneva at the time
of his arrival, he made it seem as if the Reformation had not yet triumphed, but what he said pointed, in fact, to the interdependence of
preaching and iconoclasm in the "Protestantization" of the city:
When 1 Grst arrived in this church there was
almost nothing. They were preaching and that
''See Frommenl, Acta el Cuw, p. 146: 149-50. In Geneva, the "ann or St. Anthony .. at
the cathedral was discovered to be not:hmg more than the parched .. membre viril'" or a stag.
This story is an obviow overreaction to the ··trickery'" or Rome, but it was apparently
believed by the Protestants, who thought the deceitrulnes.s or the Catholic Church had no
limits. The spuriow reUc was aflerwards paraded through the city streets with cries or ··voicy
I bras de Saint Antoine qu'on now titlsoH adorer, et boyre du ngnage··. imilarly, the '" brain
or St. Peter· was revealed to be a pumice stone: and the .. voices·· or three saints buried at
St. Cervais were found out to be nothing more than wind passing through pipes in a subterranean chamber.
"Ozmont. Refon11otlo11 In the Cities, p. 44.
"Gordon Rupp. Pottl!rtll of Reformation, (Philadelphia, 1969), p. 30.
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i all. They were good at seeking out idols and
burning them, but there was no Reformation.
Everything was in turmoil."'
Calvin's statement sheds light on the process of Reformation in an
indirect way. What be emphasizes is the fact that the Genevan church was
still occupied with the de truction of the old religion rather than with the
creation of an organized religious community. But by observing that
preaching and iconoclasm were the main activities of this young church,
Calvin testi.6es to the importance of these two elements of the Reformation.0
The pattern of Reformation in Swiss cities is laid bare by iconoclasm in
still another way. The war against the "idols" often helped to bring the
process of confrontation with Catholicism to a head, since the political
insubordination of the iconoclasts necessarily required a legal discussion
of the validity of image and the Mass. Iconoclasts had to be tried for their
crimes, and such trials could help bring the religious conflict to a resolution, whether by public debate, popular vote or magisti:rial decision. One
of the more common strategie among Swiss Reformers was to secure a
public disputation with the Catholic clergy so they could "prove" that it
was necessary to remove images and abolish the Mass.•• The Catholics,
too, tried to win at this game by arranging a disputation at Baden in May,
1526, but Zwingli's refusal to participate greatly hampered general acceptance of the victory claimed by the Catholics.• 0
Iconoclasm also naturally re eals much about religious violence in the
Swiss Reformation, especially because it so often gave rise to disruptions
beyond the destruction of cul tic objects. The goal of the iconoclast was to
rid the community of spiritual pollution, but as atalie Z. Davis has observed, this concept served as a double-edged sword." The word "pollution" was used by both ides of the religious conflict, but while Protestants
focused their enmity on the "idols," the Catholics focused theirs on the
"heretic ." It can be said, with reservations, that while Protestants sought
to overthrow Catholicism by attacking its cultic objects, the Catholics
"/oarwu Caluinl Opera quae tupertunl amnla, ed. by Baum, Cunltz and Reuss, (Berlin/•
Brunswick, 1859-1900), vol. IX, p. 91. Tronsloted by E. WiUiam Monter, Calvin:, Cenl!OO,
(New York, 1967), p. 95.
'" atolie Da,'is maintains that the relationship between preaching and iconoclasm is even
more involved. She asserts that popular nets or rellgious violence suggest o goal akin to
preaching, ,nsofnr as they atl mpl to defend true doctrine and deny false beliefs "through
drarnolic cballenge• and tests". ('Rites or Violence", p. 55),
..See Handbucl, der Schweizer Gucl1id1te, (Zurich, 1972), vol. I, p. 449.
""See Leonhard von Murah , Die Boder,er Dispulo/l'or, 1526, (Leipzig, 1926).
"'Davis, "Rites or Violence··, p. 57 See also her article, "The Sacred and the Body Social in
ilo:teenlh Century Lyon", P,ut and P, e11/, 90, (Februory 1981), p. 40-70.
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sought to defeat the Protestants by inllicting bodily ha.rm on them.••
Protestants would feed consecrated hosts to a goat and say "now be can
die if he wants, he has received the sacrament"•• or spit into holy water
fonts;"• Catholics, however, regarded such acts as attacks on the sacred,
and consequently vented their anger on the persons of the Protestants
themselves.
Using Geneva as an example, it becomes clear that iconoclastic violence-or even the fear of it-often motivated the Catholics to attack the
Protestants. Two of the riots that occurred in Geneva in 1533 can be
attributed to Catholic fear of iconoclasm.•• The Genevan Catholics
seemed to be aware that the main target of Protestant violence was the
Catholic cultus. The Protestants, who were attacked regularly, even by
Catholic women and their children,•• could not help but be aware that
they themselves were the targets of Catholic violence. The clilference
between the two groups stems from their divergent opinion as to what
constituted "pollution" within the community, or, more importantly, from
their contradictory interpretations of the sacred. The clilference in attitude is clearly highlighted in one incident reported by Jeanne de Jussie,
at a Protestant funeral:

Some small Christian [Catholic] children who
had clearly seen how they had buried the
deceased [Protestant] said to one another: these
people have not sprinkled holy water over their
brother; let us go and give him what he merits
to refresh his soul. And, all together, they went
and urinated on his grave.81
u5ee, for instance, the description of the Cenevan riots of 28 Morch and 4 May, 1533, in
Jeanne de Jussie's Leva In, p. 53 and 64. For similar occurences In France, see Philip Benedict, Roul!:TI During the War.r of Rellgfot~ ( ew York, 1981); and also lili article, "The
Catholic Response to Prote.,tantism: Church Activity and Popular Piety in Rouen, 15601600", in J. Obelkevich (ed.), Religion and th,, People. 800-1700, (Chapel Hill, 1979).
'"Jeanne de Jussie, Lllooin, p. 23.
•• Ibid., p. l 05.
0
Ibid., p. 53 and 64; fromment, Actes et Cestes, p. 57. While Jea.nne says the Cath•
ollcs a.ssembled out of fear that the Protestants were about to sack the churches,
Fromment reports that the Protestant, assembled to de.fend themselves a.gainst a plot
batched by the Catholic clergy. The conllicting reports show what each side feared
from the other: the Catholics feared for their churches. the Protestants feared for their
lives .
..Jeanne de Jussie, Lllvafn, p. 57. Apparently, the participation of women and children in
Catholic violence wos so intense, it drew a publi.c statement from the Cenevan government,
which reminded all men that they w,rre responsible for seeing that their wives and children
stayed our of trouble. RC 12.250----51.
"Jeanne de Jussie, Lewin, p. 106.
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In addition to shedding light on theological and political aspects of the
Swiss Reformation, iconoclasm sheds light on social aspects, primarily
becau e its democratic nature reveals the roles played by various social
groups. Although circumstances vary from place to place, the existing
evidence suggests that iconoclasm was not re tricted to any one social class
in Switzerland.
One pattern revealed by iconoclasm is the participation of tradesmen
in the Swiss Reformation. The role played by the guilds in ome cities bears
this out: in Basel, for instance, it was the guilds which finally brought the
issue of religion to a crisis point, especially the guild of the "Spinwettern"
(carpenters and masons); 09 in SchaHhausen, the religious revolt was led for
a time by the guild of vine-dressers.•• The eyewitness report of Fridolyn
Ryff, a Catholic member of the Basel Rat, reveals this pattern in a disdainful, and not altogether impartial way. Trying to show that no worthy
patrician could destroy images, RylF claimed that the tumult at Basel was
to be attributed to "common and shiftless people" and that "no prosperous
or honorable citizen could be found among them." 10 Johann Stolz, a
Dominican, also echoed Rylfs remarks about the iconoclasts, adding they
were nothing but "Lumpengesindel" (riH'ralF). 11
The preponderance of working class (or even lower class) iconoclasts
in one city does not preclude the participation of the upper class in another, however. In Geneva, class distinctions seem to have made little
dilference among those who wanted to wage war on the "idols." Although many of the iconoclasts punished by the authorities were tradesmen such as food merchants, purse makers, cloth cutters, or shoemakers;• it is clear that the leaders of the final riot were patricians. Among
these were Baudichon de Maissonneuve, a rich merchant, and the nobles Amy Perrin, Jean Coullaz, Pierre Vandel, and Mesgret le Magnifique."
Another constant and surprising pattern is the age of many iconoclasts.
In numerous reports, Protestant and Catholic alike mention the fact that
children not only participated in, but even initiated much of the rioting.
In Geneva, as we have seen, "petis enfans'' played a major role. 14 In Basel
•'See Christensen, Art and the Reformation, p. 95 .
..See Jakob Wipf, Reformalio1,sgeschlchtedsr Stadt und lAndschafl Schaffhawen, (Zurich,
1929):
Lewu Moyer, Jluto"llo/the German Reformed Churr:h, (Philadelphia, 1851), p.
407-414.
0
' Basler Toschebuch, V &: VI, (1855), p. 194.
"Oecbsli, Qucllsnbuch, p. 330.
"RC 12.ll3; 12.324-25, o. 2; 13.18-19.
"Incidents involving nobles are recorded in: Frommenl, Actu ,:/ Guru, p. 93; 144-45; 148;
J. de Jussie, Lcvo/r1, p. 107-108; RC 12.550; 13.279-$.
"Fromment.. Aclt:s 6/ Guin, p. 145.
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we read abQ,ut "knaben" and "'buben";'" in Thorgau and Toggenburg they
are called ''jungen knaben"'", in Wesen "Jungling"", in euchiitel
"jeunes gens."'" Martin Luther mentions boys ('"pueri") who chanted in
the streets of Bern "we have been freed from a baked god" as the consecrated hosts were being destroyed along with the images.'" Although this
situation might lead some to suspect that much of Swiss iconoclasm was
no more than childish vandalism Oohann Stolz certainly thought so, calling
the entire tumult at Basel "biJbisch"),80 there are other factors to consider.
Though children, or youths, played an active part in riots and distur•
bances, the wholesale destruction of images in cities and towns was still
a very adult affair. That the Reformation was aggressively promoted by
the young simply means that it appealed to some of them, and that they
expressed their support for it with the idealistic fervor so common to
them. 11 The participation of youths in Swiss iconoclasm was important,
since it seems they often acted as catalysts in public acts of violence,
forcing conflicts to erupt, but it needs to be considered within a larger
picture, as one component of a set of interrelated patterns.
Swiss iconoclasm is also related to the is ue of public welfare. From its
inception, the iconoclastic movement was inseparably linked with the
desire to redistribute the wealth of the Catholic Church. The history of
iconoclasm is highlighted by a concern for the needy.0 An integral part
of the iconoclastic crusade was the effort to tum the destruction of cul tic
objects into a charitable and practical operation. It may be said, perhaps,
that the bourgeois mind appreciated church treasure more as a source of
revenue than of holiness. The spoil from the churches was almost always
put to practical use in Switzerland. Wooden images were used as firewood
to help keep people warm; church plate was melted down to help fill city
coffers, establish charitable institutions, and pay municipal debts; vest•

"J. Stolz In Oechsli, Qm,l/1mbuch. p. 331.
"Zwlnglh Werk«, (Zurich, 1841), vol. II. part iii, p. 24 . For another similar reference see
Stumprs Rt1/or111at/or14ehronlk, vol. ll, p. 8.
""Heinrich Kllssenbergs Chronik", Archlv /Or die Sc/11.oe/Zllrist:he Reformaffansgeschlchte,
vol. 3, (1904), p. 423.
"Cited in Cu/1/aume Fore/, p. 228.
"D. Martin Luth= WerkB.· Krltlsclu, Gesamstausgabe, (Weimar, 1833-), Briefwechsel
4.404 # 1236. Letter to Gabnel Zwilling r, Morch 1528). Luther reports on what happened
after the Bern Disputation was over: .. Bemae in Helvetils 6.nlta disputatio esl; nlhll factum
nisl quod Misso abrogata, et pueri in plateis cantant. se e,se a Deo plslo llbera10".
0
' OechsU, Que/1,mbuch, p . 331.
"This same youthful fervor elpressed itself among Genel'II ·s Catholics. See notes 66 and 67.
''This concern Is elJ>re,:sed in Karlstadt's Grst iconoclastic pahphle\, .. von Abthung der Bilder
und dll$ keyn Bedtler unther den Christen seyn sollen" (1522). It was oJso elJ)reosed by some
of the 6.nt iconocwts in the Zurich area In 1523, who argued that they had destroyed a
crucifui so they could give the wood to "the poor people who could best use ;r· See: Egli.
Acte11sammluns, doc. 421.
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ments were given to the needy; and church buildings were turned over
to secular purposes.•• The "idols" of Rome might have been enemies of
the faith, but their material value was always appreciated and put to
practical use once they were cast down .

••••••
Andreas Bodenstein von Karlstadt argued against Luther in 1524 that
to delay in removing images was to sin against God and neighbor. In a
treatise entitled "Whether One Ought to Behave Peacefully and Spare the
Feel.ings of the Simple," Karlstadt proposed that dangerous things should
be removed from the weak and simple, even against their will, lest they
hurt themselves. To illustrate his point, he used the example of a child who
wants to play with a sharp, pointed knife. Even though the cruld will cry
when the knife is taken away, he asked, is it right to allow it to keep the
knife, when one well knows that it can injure or kill itself? ince images
are just as dangerous to the soul of the individual and to the community
as the knife is to the child, he continued, is it not also right that they be
removed by those who know them to be harmful? ..
Karlstadt's revolutionary argument was taken to heart in witzerland
in the 1520's and 30's, and the destruction of images and other cultic
objects was used as one of the most effective tactics in the "Protestantization" of many cities and towns. in removing the "idols" of Roman Catholicism by force, much as a parent removes a harp object from a child's band
against its will, Swiss iconoclasts effected many changes that might have
otherwise taken much longer to bring about, or might have never taken
place at all

"The cbarltable impulse of the iconoclasts was• strong driving force. In Bern, for inslllnce,
so much was distributed to the poor after the Iconoclastic riot that the town treasury received
very little from the church spoils, if anything at all. When the council sought to pay the
annuities of the former monies and nuns, It had to borrow the money. Sec: E. Egli, el al.,
eds., Zwmglls IVerke, vol. X (Briefwechsel, vol. 4), p. 415. For similar developments in
Geneva see: RC 13.288; 13.322; 13.324 13.326.
"Andreas Bodenstein von KArlstadt, "Ob man gernach faren und des ergemllsen der
schwacben verschonen soU", Karlstadts Schrlflen aus den Jahrtm 1523-1525, ed. by E.
Hertzsch, (Halle, 1956), vol. I, p. 88.

